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system of  clockwork which  moves  an  in-
dicator over each of several dials.
The unit of energy supply which is meas-
ured by electric meters is the watt. A watt is
the rate at which energy is used when a cur-
rent of one ampere is flowing under a pres-
sure of one volt. One watt used for one hour
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A SMALL ELECTRIC METER
ifcj one watt-hour of electrical energy. The
kilowatt-hour, one thousand times larger, is
used as a more convenient unit. Most meters
are thus arranged to give their reading in
kilowatt-hours, but are sometimes known as
watt-hour meters.
How to Read a Meter. A meter may have
three or more dials, one revolution represent-
ing 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 or more
kilowatt-hours. The pointer at the right of
the meter in the illustration moves from the
position of zero toward the left, eaeh division
of the dial indicating that one kilowatt-hour
of energy has been used. The wheels which
set the first pointer in motion are connected
with the mechanism of the dial next to the
left, and turn it in the opposite direction.
The connection continues to the other dials,
in the same manner. The dials in the il-
lustration indicate a reading of 368 kilowatt-
hours,
ELECTRIC MOTOR, a device for driving
machinery by means of electric current, that
is, for converting electrical energy into me-
chanical energy. The electric motor is con-
structed on the same general plan as the dy-
namo (which see), and a dynamo will run
as a motor. The principle on which most
motors operate follows: Each wire carrying
a current has about itself a magnetic field
(see magnetism). When such a wire is
placed in the field of a permanent magnet or
of an eletromagnet, it will tend to move in a
certain direction with respect to the field* By
sending the current through the wires of an
armature so that all those on one side tend to
move downward through the field of the field
magnets, and all the wires on the other side
tend to move upward, there will be a strong
 tendency for the armature to revolve, Such
an effect is accomplished by means of a com-
mutator and its connections, which are similar
in all respects to those of the commutator in
a dynamo.
While electric motors and dynamos are
in principle interchangeable, in practice each
machine is constructed for the work it is to
perform. Dynamos are usually much larger
than motors, and the same dynamo may furn-
ish power for a number of motors, as a
dynamo of 100 horse-power may supply
power to twenty motors of five horse-power
each, or two motors of fifty horse-power each,
and each of these may be located far from the
others and from the dynamo.
The great advantage in the use of the
electric motor is derived from the ease with
which electric power can be carried a long
distance and distributed with comparatively
little loss. In a large factory the placing
of electric motors at frequent intervals does
away with the long lines of shafting, with
their accompanying- belts and pulleys, which
are necessary when such a motive power
as a steam engine or water wheel is em-
ployed. The electric motor also makes it
possible to utilize water power for generat-
ing the current, often hundreds of miles
from the place where the motors are lo-
cated. Because of these advantages electric
motors have taken the place of large engines
in many factories. Many machines are
now constructed with an electric motor at-
tached. In such cases all that is necessary
to operate the machine is to turn on the
current. By the use of such a device, waste
of power is eliminated, as the instant the
work is completed the power can be shut
off. The electric motor does not require a
skilled operator, and with necessary atten-
tion to oiling and cleaning, it will usually
run for years without repair.
A little thought will show how the electric
motor has also transformed conditions in
many homes. The sweeper, the washer and
wringer, the refrigerator, the sewing machine,
the fans, and even the toys are run by motors.
In transportation, electric motors drive the
street cars, and electrified trains and start
the gasoline motors of automobiles and air-
planes. The electric motor is thus one of
the major ways of making use of the electric
current which is now so commonly available.
EIiEOTEIO RAILWAY* a railway on
which electricity is used as lite motive power*

